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Abstract

Examination of 2,410 WFC3/IR Frontier Fields images has revealed a large number of
asteroid trails. In this report, we describe the process of detecting and identifying these
asteroids as well as document the locations and datasets where they appear. Overall, we
observe 87 independent asteroid sightings. Using the International Astronomical Union’s
(IAU) Minor Planet Checker, we identify 10 of these sightings as known main belt
asteroids, but the remaining majority are currently unidentified. As expected, asteroid
frequency decreases with distance from the ecliptic, and almost all sightings occur in the
Abell 370, MACSJ0717.5+3745 and MACSJ1149.5+2223 clusters and their associated
parallel fields - all of which are within ±20 degrees from the ecliptic.

Introduction

The Frontier Fields program was an ambitious initiative that continues to allow unprece-
dented exploration of the high-redshift universe. Aided by the natural magnification power
provided by massive galaxy clusters, the program provided the deepest observations of clus-
ters and their lensed galaxies ever obtained. Achieving such a feat required rigorous data
quality checks on incoming Frontier Fields data to ensure a clean set of final mosaics that
were free of unwanted artifacts. In addition to more common IR data quality issues such as
time variable background (Brammer et al. 2014; Brammer 2016), persistence (Long et al.
2010) and satellite trails, a large number of asteroid trails were also present throughout the
WFC3/IR datasets. In this report, we document the locations and identification of these
asteroids as well as the frequency at which they appear in Frontier Fields data.
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Data

Six clusters were observed as part of the Frontier Fields program: Abell 2744,
MACSJ0416.1-2403, MACSJ0717.5+3745, MACSJ1149.5+2223, Abell S1063 and Abell 370.
In addition to these main cluster fields, parallel fields were also obtained by using the ACS
and WFC3 in tandem; while one camera focused on the main cluster, the other observed
the associated parallel field. The locations of these clusters and parallel fields relative to the
ecliptic and Galactic plane are shown in Figure 1. WFC3/IR observations were obtained in
the F105W, F125W, F140W and F160W filters using a 16-read SPARS100 sample sequence
with exposure times of 1403 s. Publicly available images from other HST programs that
overlapped the Frontier Fields data were also included in the final mosaics; these sometimes
included filters and sample sequences outside of those listed above. Overall, 2,410 WFC3/IR
images were visually inspected for data quality issues and included in the final cluster and
parallel field mosaics. More details on the Frontier Fields survey design can be found in Lotz
et al. (2017). Details on the Frontier Fields data pipeline used to process these images are
available in Koekemoer et al. (2017, in prep).

Figure 1: The locations of the six Frontier Fields clusters and associated parallel fields
relative to the ecliptic and Galactic plane. This image is taken from Lotz et al. (2017); the
Galactic extinction map is from Schlegel et al. (1998).

Asteroid Detection

We used a combination of methods to detect and confirm asteroids. Each of these meth-
ods required visual inspection, so all of the detected asteroid trails in this report were found
manually. We discovered the majority of asteroids by “blinking” the four consecutive expo-
sures contained in an individual Frontier Fields visit. Since each of these successive exposures
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used a similar pointing, any existing asteroid could be seen moving across the field of view
from one image to the next (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The Main Belt asteroid (360841) 2005 NK63 flying across the F105W Visit B7
exposures of the Abell 370 parallel field. In each of these ∼1400 s exposures, HST completes
about a quarter of its orbit around the Earth - enough to induce parallax and a resulting
bend in the trail. The two long streaks in exposures 2 and 3 are satellite trails.

An interesting feature of the asteroid shown in Figure 2 is the curvature of the trail - a
signature of all asteroids imaged by HST. As described in Evans et al. (1998), this curvature
is caused by the parallax induced by HST’s orbital motion around the Earth, and it can be
used to determine the distance to an asteroid using only a single trail. A variation of this
distance estimate for WFC/ACS asteroids is described in Marchi et al. (2004).

Occasionally, asteroid trails were so faint that the blinking method above was not suffi-
cient enough for us to spot them. As a backup method, we used “difference images” that
were created by the Frontier Fields data pipeline for diagnostic and data quality checking.
These images were produced by subtracting a drizzled visit image (typically consisting of
four consecutive exposures) from the final drizzled mosaic of the corresponding field and
filter (typically consisting of 50-100+ exposures across multiple visits obtained over a pe-
riod of ∼6 weeks). In doing this, any differences unique to a visit (asteroids, persistence,
earth limb, etc.) strongly stood out in its corresponding difference image. We found that
this method allowed us to spot features as faint as 10-4 e-/s in the difference images and,
therefore, allowed us to catch a number of additional asteroids. A visit-based example of
this difference image is shown below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The drizzled product of the four Visit B7 exposures shown in Figure 2 (left), a
similar drizzled product for the Visit B6 exposures (middle), and the difference between
these two images (right). The asteroid is easily seen in this difference image in four unique
positions corresponding to the four flt frames in Figure 2. The satellite trails from exposures
2 and 3 are also clearly visible in this difference image.

Some potential asteroids were only visible in a single exposure, so while we could see the
streak using the two methods above, we could not be sure if it was indeed an asteroid or just
another artifact like a faint cosmic ray. Fortunately, the WFC3/IR detector has the ability
to be read out non-destructively throughout an exposure; each flt file has a corresponding
ima file that samples the accumulated signal multiple times throughout an exposure. For
most Frontier Fields images, the sample sequence chosen was a 16-read SPARS100 sequence.
This sequence is composed of an initial zeroth read and a first read at 2.93 s, followed by
14 reads spaced 100 seconds apart. The pixel rates in each ima read are found by fitting
a line to the calibrated zeroth and Nth read signals (see Section 2.1.1 of the WFC3 Data
Handbook v3.0; Deustua 2016). This means that an asteroid trail seen in an flt image can
be seen growing throughout the multiple extensions of the corresponding ima file (Figure
4), as opposed to a cosmic ray which appears suddenly in a single extension and is easily
rejected from the flt image during up-the-ramp fitting. Using this method, we were able to
confirm and reject potential asteroid trails.

Figure 4: A zoom-in of an unidentified asteroid in the MACSJ0717.5+3745 parallel field.
The first four panels show the asteroid moving across the detector as seen in various ima file
extensions. The image on the right shows the corresponding flt image; note how a portion
of the trail was rejected during the up-the-ramp fitting that takes place in the creation of
this file.
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Results

After searching through all of the 2,410 images contained in the final WFC3/IR Fron-
tier Fields mosaics (which includes both dedicated Frontier Fields programs and publicly
available archival data of the same fields), we identified 87 total asteroid trails. The datasets
where these asteroids appear, as well as their locations and identifications, are shown in Table
1 below. For the identifications, we used the International Astronomical Union’s (IAU) Mi-
nor Planet Checker (http://cgi.minorplanetcenter.net/cgi-bin/checkmp.cgi). This
tool returns a list of known objects around a given location and time, which in our case
was the center of the asteroid trail at the mid-exposure UT date. As seen in the table,
most of the asteroids we spotted are currently unidentified; the two known objects, (360841)
2005 NK63 and (488070) 2015 UQ79, are bright Main Belt asteroids. Most of the asteroid
sightings contained within a visit belong to the same object (i.e. as in Figure 2); therefore,
we find that the 87 total sightings belong to 26 unique objects.

Table 1: All of the discovered asteroids in the WFC3/IR Frontier Fields images. The co-
ordinates typically point to the center of the asteroid trail in the flt files; however, if the
trail is partly off of the detector or covered by a bright object, the coordinates simply ref-
erence the visible portion of the trail. The asteroids are also categorized by the field in
which they appear: the main cluster, the corresponding parallel field, or an overlapping non-
Frontier Fields program (the proposal IDs are listed separately for these). Datasets within
a visit (i.e. within the same dither pattern) are grouped together in associations in the
MAST archive (http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php); therefore, to retrieve these
datasets from MAST, search for their association IDs in the dataset field (i.e. to retrieve
dataset ‘ic8m60dcq’ search for ‘ic8m60*’ in the dataset field and choose that with the correct
filter).

MACSJ0717.5+3745 (Proposal 13498)

Field Filter Dataset (RA, Dec) (J2000) (X, Y) Identification

(Proposal)

Main F125W ic8m60dcq (7:17:28.977, +37:44:27.81) (970, 781) Unidentified 1

ic8m60deq (7:17:29.132, +37:44:23.05) (981, 738) Unidentified 1

ic8m60diq (7:17:31.249, +37:44:09.66) (864, 506) Unidentified 1

ic8m60dlq (7:17:31.399, +37:44:04.96) (876, 463) Unidentified 1

F160W ic8m82yvq (7:17:37.332, +37:43:47.24) (553, 28) Unidentified 2

ic8m82z1q (7:17:37.599, +37:43:57.54) (488, 86) Unidentified 2

ic8m82z8q (7:17:37.708, +37:44:08.30) (409, 127) Unidentified 2

ic8m82zhq (7:17:37.912, +37:44:18.89) (350, 185) Unidentified 2

ic8m91omq (7:17:35.582, +37:45:22.52) (269, 779) Unidentified 3

ic8m91osq (7:17:37.596, +37:44:45.02) (285, 411) Unidentified 3

ic8m91ozq (7:17:39.584, +37:44:08.86) (269, 23) Unidentified 3

Parallel F105W ic8mb3wbq (7:17:15.166, +37:50:18.21) (499, 202) Unidentified 4

ic8mb3wiq (7:17:21.416, +37:50:23.85) (994, 542) Unidentified 4

F160W ic8m01dfq (7:17:11.790, +37:49:15.70) (20, 466) Unidentified 5

12103 F160W ibflb8r8q (7:17:29.668, +37:44:51.99) (251, 425) Unidentified 6
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12103 ibflb8rbq (7:17:30.023, +37:44:56.94) (287, 409) Unidentified 6

12103 ibflb8req (7:17:30.216, +37:45:01.20) (320, 381) Unidentified 6

MACSJ1149.5+2223 (Proposal 13504)

Main F105W icdua3f3q (11:49:35.042, +22:24:40.41) (447, 156) Unidentified 7

icdua3fdq (11:49:38.702, +22:24:26.00) (797, 352) Unidentified 7

F160W icdua3f7q (11:49:35.567, +22:24:36.62) (494, 199) Unidentified 7

icdua3fgq (11:49:39.187, +22:24:23.34) (844, 379) Unidentified 7

icdub8iiq (11:49:40.529, +22:23:11.54) (855, 957) Unidentified 8

Parallel F105W icdu81b5q (11:49:45.038, +22:18:46.33) (25, 810) Unidentified 9

icdu81bcq (11:49:45.209, +22:18:20.07) (39, 598) Unidentified 9

icdu81bkq (11:49:45.376, +22:17:53.07) (82, 400) Unidentified 9

icdu81brq (11:49:45.556, +22:17:26.39) (95, 179) Unidentified 9

F140W icdu81bgq (11:49:45.863, +22:17:57.70) (25, 429) Unidentified 9

icdu81bnq (11:49:46.026, +22:17:30.39) (41, 204) Unidentified 9

12068 F105W ibf5b6giq (11:49:38.336, +22:23:44.78) (461, 813) Unidentified 10

12068 ibf5b6giq (11:49:40.138, +22:24:42.17) (898, 957) Unidentified 11

12068 ibf5b6glq (11:49:37.840, +22:23:47.21) (481, 756) Unidentified 10

12068 ibf5b6glq (11:49:39.461, +22:24:45.10) (921, 880) Unidentified 11

14199 F125W icur01ekq (11:49:38.444, +22:23:59.12) (815, 501) Unidentified 12

14199 icur01elq (11:49:38.889, +22:23:58.08) (862, 519) Unidentified 12

14199 icur01eoq (11:49:39.334, +22:23:57.03) (909, 537) Unidentified 12

14199 icur30ciq (11:49:38.615, +22:23:28.24) (594, 898) Unidentified 13

12068 F140W ibf5b6gcq (11:49:39.389, +22:23:37.90) (429, 939) Unidentified 10

12068 ibf5b6gfq (11:49:38.881, +22:23:41.44) (440, 882) Unidentified 10

14199 F160W icur01eqq (11:49:39.657, +22:23:55.91) (941, 551) Unidentified 12

14199 icur01etq (11:49:40.111, +22:23:54.04) (988, 576) Unidentified 12

Abell 370 (Proposal 14038)

Main F105W icsz81jhq (2:39:50.806, -1:33:29.61) (828, 14) Unidentified 14

icsz81joq (2:39:51.356, -1:33:50.40) (720, 156) Unidentified 14

F140W icsz38bgq (2:39:52.040, -1:35:13.42) (235, 582) Unidentified 15

icsz38bmq (2:39:52.597, -1:35:12.89) (269, 639) Unidentified 15

icsz38cbq (2:39:54.887, -1:35:12.83) (361, 862) Unidentified 15

icsz38ceq (2:39:55.395, -1:35:12.19) (393, 912) Unidentified 15

icsz51zmq (2:39:50.145, -1:34:07.21) (549, 89) Unidentified 16

icsz51zpq (2:39:49.812, -1:34:20.18) (447, 100) Unidentified 16

F160W icsz81jlq (2:39:50.548, -1:33:35.92) (772, 5) Unidentified 14

icsz81jsq (2:39:51.070, -1:33:59.24) (646, 154) Unidentified 14

Parallel F105W icszb2e9q (2:40:11.322, -1:38:16.77) (882, 567) Unidentified 17

icszb2egq (2:40:11.498, -1:37:50.71) (704, 646) Unidentified 17

icszb2eoq (2:40:11.608, -1:37:23.28) (544, 765) Unidentified 17

icszb2evq (2:40:11.792, -1:36:57.85) (368, 844) Unidentified 17

icszb7kkq (2:40:15.556, -1:37:17.46) (276, 332) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7krq (2:40:15.481, -1:37:03.18) (188, 393) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7kzq (2:40:15.379, -1:36:48.53) (122, 488) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7l6q (2:40:15.296, -1:36:33.85) (30, 555) (360841) 2005 NK63
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F125W icsz30lkq (2:40:11.239, -1:38:21.46) (919, 560) Unidentified 18

icsz30lkq (2:40:13.706, -1:37:02.76) (278, 594) Unidentified 19

icsz30lmq (2:40:11.755, -1:37:52.99) (704, 616) Unidentified 18

icsz30lmq (2:40:14.346, -1:36:46.25) (136, 589) Unidentified 19

icsz30lqq (2:40:12.240, -1:37:23.79) (515, 700) Unidentified 18

icsz30lqq (2:40:14.921, -1:36:28.42) (16, 619) Unidentified 19

icsz30lqq (2:40:12.574, -1:38:14.61) (831, 467) Unidentified 20

icsz30ltq (2:40:11.991, -1:37:13.74) (461, 767) Unidentified 18

icsz30ltq (2:40:12.474, -1:38:04.13) (765, 522) Unidentified 20

F140W icsz10dfq (2:40:10.612, -1:38:26.59) (1009, 634) (488070) 2015 UQ79

icsz10diq (2:40:10.237, -1:38:18.48) (973, 709) (488070) 2015 UQ79

icsz28r5q (2:40:17.661, -1:37:22.61) (204, 73) Unidentified 21

icsz28r7q (2:40:18.273, -1:37:15.42) (122, 34) Unidentified 21

F160W icszb7kiq (2:40:15.939, -1:37:20.98) (278, 276) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7koq (2:40:15.875, -1:37:06.47) (188, 337) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7kvq (2:40:15.775, -1:36:51.84) (122, 431) (360841) 2005 NK63

icszb7l2q (2:40:15.677, -1:36:37.07) (30, 501) (360841) 2005 NK63

13790 F110W icl3k3cjq (2:39:54.768, -1:34:58.37) (420, 499) Unidentified 22

13790 icl3k3ckq (2:39:54.542, -1:34:56.91) (424, 533) Unidentified 22

13790 icl3k3cnq (2:39:54.267, -1:34:54.41) (424, 576) Unidentified 22

13790 F160W icl3k2e9q (2:39:51.890, -1:35:02.84) (594, 808) Unidentified 23

13790 icl3k2ecq (2:39:51.557, -1:35:01.32) (603, 853) Unidentified 23

13790 icl3k2eeq (2:39:51.309, -1:34:59.05) (603, 891) Unidentified 23

13790 icl3k3cpq (2:39:54.029, -1:34:52.35) (422, 610) Unidentified 22

13790 icl3k3csq (2:39:53.794, -1:34:49.81) (420, 648) Unidentified 22

13790 icl3k3cuq (2:39:53.603, -1:34:46.56) (411, 684) Unidentified 22

Abell S1063 (Proposal 14037)

12458 F125W ibsua3p5q (22:49:13.209, -44:29:09.04) (526, 508) Unidentified 24

12458 F160W ibsua3p8q (22:49:12.736, -44:29:16.14) (546, 571) Unidentified 24

12458 ibsua3pcq (22:49:12.066, -44:29:21.49) (551, 650) Unidentified 24

Analysis

We find that nearly all of the asteroid sightings occur in images associated with the
MACSJ0717.5+3745, MACSJ1149.5+2223 and Abell 370 galaxy clusters, with the latter
containing the most sightings at 44 (Figure 5). In the full sample, we find that the parallel
field images contain the most asteroid trails (34) followed by auxiliary program and main
cluster observations (27 and 26, respectively). The parallel fields are more sparse than the
main cluster fields, making visual identification of faint trails much easier. This may be part
of the reason for the increased number of asteroid sightings in these images.
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Figure 5: The total number of asteroid sightings by cluster and associated fields.

A comparison with Figure 1 reveals that this distribution roughly scales with cluster
distance from the ecliptic. As seen in Figure 6, we find that asteroid frequency is generally
highest in the fields with an ecliptic latitude closer to zero; almost no asteroids were observed
in the three cluster fields furthest from the ecliptic. For those three galaxy clusters with
20 > |b| > 15, we find that a unique asteroid was observed every 10-20 hours of exposure
time.

Figure 6: The relationship between asteroid frequency and cluster distance from the ecliptic.
The frequency here is in terms of the amount of WFC3/IR exposure time required to observe
one unique asteroid (the same asteroid imaged in multiple exposures counts as one unique
asteroid sighting). The WFC3/IR detector has a field of view of 2.05 x 2.27 arcminutes.
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About a third of the observed asteroid trails were imaged using the F160W filter with the
remaining split roughly evenly between F105W, F125W and F140W; only a few non-Frontier
Fields observations used the F110W filter. This is the expected distribution based on the
filter breakdown of all of the images used in the final Frontier Fields mosaics (Figure 7),
suggesting that asteroids are equally likely to be spotted in any of these WFC3/IR filters.

Figure 7: The percentage of asteroid sightings observed in each filter (left) and the percentage
of images observed in each filter (right).

Summary

Data quality checks of all 2,410 WFC3/IR images contained in the final Frontier Fields
mosaics revealed a large number of asteroid trails. In this report, we documented the lo-
cations of all of these asteroids as well as the datasets in which they appear. Overall, we
observed 87 total asteroid trail sightings belonging to 26 unique objects. Almost all of these
asteroids are currently unidentified - the exceptions being two known Main Belt asteroids.
As expected, we found that asteroid frequency decreases with distance from the ecliptic, and
nearly all of the documented asteroids are contained in images associated with those clusters
within 20 degrees of the ecliptic: Abell 370, MACSJ0717.5+3745 and MACSJ1149.5+2223.
For images associated with these clusters, we observed one unique asteroid for every ∼10-20
hours of exposure time.
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